THE ROBUSTNESS OF LEMONS IN EXPERIMENTAL MARKETS

BLAKE DUNKLE1 , R. MARK ISAAC2 , AND PHILIP SOLIMINE3

Abstract. In this paper, we conduct a robustness study for the classic experimental results of
Lynch et al. (1986, 1991). We find strong support for the original hypotheses in an updated
experimental marketplace, consisting of dichotomous product qualities, non-binding signals of
product quality, fixed seller identifiers, and an endpoint design of deliberate ambiguity. We show
that fixed identifiers alone are not sufficient devices to support efficient outcomes in these updated
market conditions.
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1. Introduction
How well do classic laboratory experimental law and economics results, from sessions conducted
many years ago, extend to an environment of the computerized laboratory market trading institutions of the modern day? In this paper, we reproduce the design of a highly regarded law and
economics paper authored by Lynch, Miller, Plott, and Porter (first circulated in a conference proceedings by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission on consumer protection economics, Lynch et al.
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(1986), and later published in this series of volumes, Lynch et al. (1991), hereafter referred to as
LMPP).
In their seminal article, LMPP examined several different market institutions and information
conditions, analyzing which promoted the ability of a market to produce high quality experience
goods (and thus prevent that market from collapsing to the sub-optimal competitive equilibrium).
It is important to remember that LMPP was published at a time of both academic and handson public policy interest in reputation markets for experience goods (that is, goods with unknown
quality at the time of purchase), and thus played a significant role in helping to shape contemporary
consumer protection policy. Examples of academic papers include Akerlof (1970), a classic article
on lemons markets and Klein and Leffler (1981), another well-known article on reputation-building.
Policy interest in regulations affecting reputation markets was intense at the time in the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission (see also, Calfee et al. (1983)).
Among the treatments examined by LMPP were the availability of either optionally chosen or
required warranties. Central to their investigation, however, was another series of sessions with no
possibility of warranties, In these “no warranty” treatments, efficient outcomes – if they occurred –
relied solely upon the possibility of reputation-building from consistently-identified sellers in repeat
transactions. A central result from LMPP can be best summarized by this slight paraphrase from
their study: “Reputation and brand names in a market for experience goods are not sufficient devices
to guarantee efficient market operation, even in the case of repeat purchases.” The purpose of this
paper is to ask whether this result is robust in our similar, but not identical (although, we hope,
faithful) experimental market environment. As we will discuss below, there were many aspects of
LMPP that we could reproduce quite closely. Other features (e.g. the subject pool) necessarily
diverge. Some other features are adaptations to newer practices in experimental methods. The
primary result we report is that this central finding from LMPP is remarkably robust to these
changes in time, subject pool, and market organization.
This result is not only relevant because it strengthens our confidence in a key finding of LMPP
which continues to have relevance in today’s markets for experience goods. It is also important for
a number of other reasons. For example, because it demonstrates that our modern experimental
platform reproduces well this central result from LMPP, it gives us confidence that our platform can
be used as a consistent baseline for further extensions of this line of inquiry, indeed as we are already
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doing (Solimine et al., 2020). In addition, the fact that this key result is robust to small but nontrivial changes in subject pool and experimental procedures from the 1980s to the present day such
give us greater confidence in the robustness of other results from the extensive portfolio of studies on
industrial organization and law and economics from the early days of laboratory experiments. This
extensive literature included such topics as price controls, collusion, monopoly power, contractual
forms, predatory pricing, and contestable markets (for two important surveys of this literature, see
Plott (1982) and Holt (1995)).

2. Experimental Design: Then and Now
2.1. Reproduced Design Elements. We kept the same number of Sellers (6), Buyers (8), two
possible qualities, sellers’ production costs, buyers’ redemption values (both in experimental currency
units) and the resulting “demand-overhang” supply and demand configuration as in Figure 1. We
maintain the feature that units traded are experience goods, where the sellers could advertise one
quality but deliver the same or a different quality, with the result revealed privately unit-by-unit
just after purchase. As in the LMPP sub-design in which we are interested, subjects did not rotate
types and sellers were publicly identified by a letter {A, B, . . . , F}, which were also fixed throughout
the experiment. Additionally, transactions associated with a Seller were identified with that Seller’s
ID letter.

2.2. Modified Design Elements. LMPP used an electronic-assisted variant of a double auction.
We used a z-Tree (Fischbacher (2007)) controlled “open book” posted offer. By “open book,” we
mean that sellers could post their (up to) two offers, at different times and at different prices during
the period, all the while watching offers of other sellers and whether their own early units sold.
Buyers have the option to accept any offers that are open and have not yet been accepted at any
point during the period. Offers posted could not be withdrawn by the sellers, or returned by the
buyers after they were accepted. There was no price improvement rule. Screen shots of the trading
mechanism are included in the subject instructions, which can be found in Appendix A.
LMPP used subjects from Caltech, Pasadena City College, and Boston University. In some
cases, they used experienced subjects. We used subjects from the XS/FS database at Florida State
University and managed by the ORSEE (Greiner (2004)) subject recruitment system. No subjects
were brought back for any “experienced” sessions.
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Figure 1. The “Demand-Overhang” Supply and Demand Configuration
LMPP loosely describe their procedure for deal with Buyer bankruptcies. In our instructions for
the subjects, we included a detailed feature consisting of i) a 375 ECU initial balance, ii ) a 50 ECU
balance addition in each period, and iii ) an explicit bankruptcy rule that any buyer with a negative
balance at the end of the experiment would receive only the “show up fee” of $10.00.1
The most difficult task we faced in trying to be faithful to the spirit of LMPP was in the number
of periods. Previous work in closely related environments, (for example Healy (2007)) have clearly
illustrated the importance of the endpoint design2. LMPP often made one, and sometimes multiple,
treatment interventions in a single session, and not at any consistent period. There was no marker
that we could find in their instructions for their subjects to anticipate how many periods there would
be in a specific design treatment. Thus, what LMPP did would not be consistent either with a known
end-point, nor with an infinitely repeated game (as instituted by a constant continuation probability).
1Out of 96 buyers, only one went bankrupt.
2Indeed, Healy (2007) uses the Nash folk theorem to show that for certain parameter values, cooperation can sometimes

be sustained in environments very similar to this one, up until the last period. It is certainly worth noting that, of
the environments studied in that paper, the LMPP setup omitted the smallest measure of parameter values under
which such cooperation is possible.
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Either of these design choices would not only be inconsistent with the LMPP environment, but would
also carry theoretical heft which was inconsistent with the LMPP analysis. We were thus faced with
a set of not-so-great options in trying to reproduce what subjects at CIT, PCC, or BU believed
about when a treatment was going to end.
What we decided to implement as the best we could recreate was a system of deliberate ambiguity.
The subjects were told that an ending period was chosen in advance, but that it would not be revealed
to them until the conclusion of the session. They were told, however, that it would be at least six
periods. The actual number was nine. This number was indeed chosen in advance using a constant
continuation probability (chosen to be broadly similar to LMPP), and was not tied to performance.
In order to establish and maintain credibility with the subject population, an envelope was placed on
the white board at the front of the room with the ending period written in it. Subjects were informed
of this envelope and that it would indeed be opened at the end of the experiment, revealing the actual
number of periods that they had experienced. In this way, subjects could be made ambiguous about
the exact length of the experiment without introducing subject level uncertainty about whether the
experiment length would depend on their actions in some untold manner.
We conducted six sessions. A copy of the instructions is included as Appendix A.

3. Predictions
Because of the end-point process used in LMPP, and that we have attempted to re-motivate here,
formal game-theoretic models of reputation in either finite-known-end-point models (for example,
Selten (1978), Kreps et al. (1982), or Healy (2007)), or infinitely repeated models, cannot be applied.
LMPP built their alternatives around the non-game-theoretic models of Akerlof (1970) and Klein
and Leffler (1981). Their results favor the Akerlof “lemons” family of models. Based upon these
results, and our desire to be as faithful as possible to the spirit of the LMPP design, our primary
research hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 1. The basic conclusion of LMPP continues to hold; reputation and brand names in a
market for experience goods are not sufficient devices to support efficient market operation, even in
the case of repeat purchases (given a world of ambiguous end-points).
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4. Results
We report on the results of six groups (one market per session). Graphs depicting behavior in all
six market sessions are contained in Appendix B. The figures display actual delivered item quality.
An “x” indicates a delivered “Super.” An “o” indicates a delivered “Regular”. A “∗” indicates an
actual “Super” that did not sell. A diamond indicates an actual “Regular” that did not sell.
Before moving to our statistical analysis, the reader can note that qualitatively, our diagrams of
session performance bear a striking similarity to the equivalent sections of sessions in LMPP, and
demonstrate behavior that is ‘lemons’ in character. To examine this effect more rigorously, we will
use the following two summary indices of efficiency. First, “Efficient Provision” is the number of
offers in each session that are “Supers” divided by 108 (the maximum number of trades in 9 periods).
The second is “Reputation Offers” which is, for each session, the proportion of units advertised as
“Super” which were correctly advertised (regardless of whether or not that unit sold).3 In an efficient
competitive equilibrium, those numbers would be 1.00. Table 1 lists the indices for all six sessions.
From these indices, we can observe that there is a marked under-provision of high-quality goods (by
80% relative to the efficient outcome), and that most (62%) of the goods advertised as high-quality
are actually low-quality.
Result 1. We found strong support for Hypothesis 1. Even with the changes in experimental technology, subject pool, and (potentially) subject expectations over session length, the basic result of
LMPP is strikingly robust. In our experimental structure, as in LMPP, reputation and brand names
in a market for experience goods are not sufficient devices to guarantee efficient market operation
even in the case of repeat purchases.
Another way to consider this hypothesis is by examining the distributional effects of the markets
and of the treatments. Table 2 presents the average per-period trading profits for buyers and sellers.
For comparison, the two competitive equilibrium predictions are also noted. “CESUP” represents
the predicted earnings if the competitive equilibrium is obtained in a market with all “Supers”
produced (i.e. the efficient outcome); “CEREG” is the corresponding competitive equilibrium for
all “Regulars” (i.e. the Nash outcome).
3The use of the number of “Supers” offered as a measure of individual seller reputation is similar to, and inspired by,

the measure used by LMPP in their “Conclusion 8.” The measure we use is different than theirs, however, in that it
takes into account all attempts to offer a reputation good, regardless of whether or not the good actually sells in the
market.
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Session
1
2
3
4
5
6
Average

Efficient Provision
0.45
0.01
0.23
0.31
0.19
0.14
0.2
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Reputation Offers
0.58
0.02
0.55
0.50
0.38
0.27
0.38

Table 1. Efficiency and Reputation Offers Across Sessions

Data
CESUP
CEREG

Buyers
50.33
240.00
120.00

Sellers
1723.44
2160.00
870.00

Total
1733.77
2400.00
990.00

Table 2. Total Per-Period Profits for Buyers and Sellers

5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the robustness of the results of LMPP in substantially the same setting,
but with differences in subject pool, in the details of the market mechanism, and in our attempt to
make precise an operationalization of what subjects view as the end period in the session. In our
experimental platform we reproduce the core result of LMPP: the ability for repeat purchase, even
with stable seller IDs, is not a sufficient condition for the emergence of efficient market outcomes
with ambiguous end points.
Our results illustrate that we have a workable platform that can reproduce the type of results
found by LMPP. Through future variations in the experimental design, we ought to be able to search
for those design features that are most responsible for the difference in performance between these
markets and the world embodied in gift-exchange experiments. The suggestions of Fehr and Falk
(2008) should provide a useful roadmap with which to proceed in this exploration.
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Appendix A. Experimental Instructions

General
This is an experiment in the economics of market decision making under uncertainty. The instructions are
simple and if you follow them carefully, you might earn a considerable amount of money, which will be
paid to you as a check at the conclusion of this experiment.
In this experiment we are assigning each of you to the role of Buyer or Seller for a series of trading
periods. If you are chosen to be a Buyer or Seller, you will remain so for the entire experiment.
The type of currency used in this market are Experimental Currency Units (ECUs). All trading will be
done in ECUs. Each ECU is worth 2/3 US cent to you. At the end of the experiment your ECUs will be
converted to dollars at this rate, and you will be paid in dollars. Note that the more ECUs you earn, the
more dollars you earn.
Specific Instructions to Sellers
During each market period, you are free to sell up to two items (per seller) to the market (which may be
purchased by any buyer). You have three decisions to make: 1 ) What quality grade to make each item:
Regular quality or Super quality. You will see that it will cost you more to make a Super than a
Regular. 2 ) You must determine what quality to advertise each item to the buyers: Regular or Super.
You need not advertise the actual quality. That is, you may choose to produce a Regular and advertise it
as a Super or as a Regular; you may choose to produce a Super and advertise it as a Super or a Regular. 3
) You must choose a price to offer each item for sale.
Your profit is the price paid for the item sold minus its production cost (determined by its quality, Super
or Regular).
Suppose, hypothetically, the production cost of your first item sold in a period is 125 and the production
cost of your second item sold in a period is 175.
Suppose you sold the first item at 275 and the second at 250, your profits are:
Sales Price – Production Cost = Profit
275 - 125 = 150
250 - 175 =
75
TOTAL
225
Sellers, you do NOT pay a production cost for items that you offer for sale but which are not purchased
by the buyers.
Specific Instructions to Buyers
During each market period you are free to purchase up to 3 items from the market from any seller(s).
The value of an item depends on its quality grade. There are two quality grades in the market, Regular
and Super, and the value of a Super is greater than the value of a Regular.
At the time you buy an item, you will know the price you paid and you will know the item’s advertised
quality. At the time of purchase, you will not know its true quality. You will be informed of the true
quality of an item immediately after purchasing it.

Your profit is the redemption value of the purchased item (determined by its quality, Super or Regular)
minus its price. Because it is possible for you to lose money on a transaction, in addition to these
earnings you are given 375 ECUs at the start of the experiment and 50 ECUs in every subsequent period
to cushion your earnings and losses.
Suppose, hypothetically, the redemption value of your first Regular is 400 and the redemption value of
your first Super is 600. If you buy two items at 500, one is Regular and one is Super, your profits are:
Redemption Value - Purchase Price = Profit
400 - 500 = -100
600 - 500 = 100
TOTAL
0
Market Organization
This market consists of six sellers and eight buyers. The roles of Seller and Buyer are randomly assigned
to participants. Once a participant has been assigned a role, they will remain in the role for the duration of
the experimental session. Sellers can offer, at most, two items a period. Buyers can purchase up to three
items a period.
Before any transactions can occur between buyers and sellers, sellers must first make offers to the market.
In doing so, a seller must select three things: 1 ) the true quality of the item being offered for sale; 2 ) the
quality to advertise for the item; and 3 ) the price to be charged for the item. The picture below depicts a
sample seller screen. (Prices, advertised qualities, and delivered qualities are chosen arbitrarily for this
example and are not intended to be instructive in any way).

Seller Screen

Sellers: To offer an item for sale, you must first enter the price in the blue box labeled “Offer Price”. You
then choose a quality to advertise (super or regular) using the first set of radio buttons. Then choose the

actual quality you intend to offer, using the second set of radio buttons. (These buttons remind you that
sellers’ production costs depend on the actual, not the advertised quality).
Remember, the advertised quality and actual quality of an item do NOT need to be the same.
To finalize the offer, a seller should click the red “Create Offer” button, located at the bottom of the
screen. Once you’ve done that, your offer will be displayed in the “Open Offers” window on the right
side of the screen, beside offers from other sellers in the market. Buyers may then choose whether to
accept your offer. When your offer is accepted, you’ll see it be removed from the “Open Offers” window
and reappear in the “Your Sales This Round” window beneath it. In this window you will find
information about each of your transactions, including your profit.
As a reminder, you are charged your production costs only on items you sell. In other words, if you offer
an item for sale and there are no takers, you do not pay the production cost for that item. Remember,
seller profits on traded items are equal to
(sales price) – (actual cost of production).
Sellers make price, advertised quality, and actual quality decisions one item at a time, and can do so
throughout the 150 seconds of the period. The price, advertised quality, and actual quality are all allowed
to differ from one item to another. An offer, once made, cannot be withdrawn. Sellers are permitted to
make at most two offers to the market in a period.
Once offers have been made and appear in the market, buyers can make purchase decisions.
Seller and Buyer decisions occur in real time; that is, one buyer might be making a purchase decision at
the same that a seller is posting a new item for sale.
You can see how buyers go through the process of purchasing items by looking at the sample Buyer
Screen below. (Again, all prices and qualities filling in blanks in this sample are chosen arbitrarily and
are not intended to be instructive).
Buyer Screen

Buyers: You will see the following information at the top right of the screen:

Offer #: The order in which the offer came to the market (note that each offer is for only a single item).
The Price at which the item is offered for sale.
The Advertised Quality of the item (“Regular” or “Super”).
And, the Seller ID. The seller ID is a letter from (A, B, … , F). It is specific to one seller during the
experiment. A Seller’s ID does not change from period to period. That is, the actual person in this room
who is, for example, Seller C in Period 1 will be denoted as Seller C throughout all of the periods today.
The large box on the left side of the screen is the area in which you make purchases. On the first line you
will see your account balance. Below that is a blue box. If you wish to accept an offer in the “Open
Offers” area, you enter the associated Offer # (1,2,3, …..) and then click on the red “Accept Offer” button
near the bottom of the screen. As soon as you successfully accept an offer, a transaction record is made
and you will have purchased that item. Upon accepting an offer you will be told the price you paid, the
item’s advertised quality, the item’s actual quality, your profit from the item, and the ID of the Seller who
sold it to you. This information will appear in the “Your Purchases This Round” window at the bottom of
the right side of the screen.
Recall that if the actual quality is a “Regular” your trading profit for that item will be determined by the
associated redemption value for a “Regular”. If the actual quality is a “Super,” your trading profit for that
item will be determined by the associated redemption value for a “Super”. This is regardless of the
Advertised Quality of the item.
Recall that buyer profits are equal to
(redemption value) – (sales price)
for each item purchased. The redemption value depends on the actual, delivered quality of the item
purchased (NOT upon the advertised quality). You will be able to find your redemption values on a
separate sheet of paper that we will distribute in a few minutes. These values are important for you to
look at because if you purchase an item for more than your redemption value for that item you will
lose money on that purchase.
If a buyer’s account balance goes negative, it is possible that buyer can regain a positive balance because
they receive 50 ECUs per period and/or if they make later profitable trades. If a buyer ends the
experiment with a negative account balance, that buyer will simply be paid the show-up fee.
Number of Periods
Before we began today’s experiment, we determined how many periods we wanted to complete. You will
not know the total number of periods in advance; however, we can tell you that the minimum number of
periods we are going to attempt to complete is six periods. To insure for you that we chose the final
period number in advance and that it has nothing to do with your decisions today, we have written that
number in the envelope being shown to you now. This envelope will remain in front of you, and we will
open it for inspection at the end of the experiment.

Advertisements
A reminder, sellers are not required to advertise the actual quality to buyers. Put differently, in this
experiment, items are produced by Sellers either as a Regular or as a Super. Therefore, Sellers may do
any of the following:
1 ) Advertise that they are selling a Regular and deliver a Super. 2 ) Advertise that they are
selling a Super and deliver a Regular.
3 ) Advertise that they are selling a Regular and deliver a Regular
4 ) Advertise that they are selling a Super and deliver a Super
As soon as a transaction is complete, the buyer will be informed of the actual quality of the item
purchased.
Getting Ready
In order to help make sure you understand the instructions, before the actual experiment begins we will
proceed through a “practice” phase that includes four “practice rounds” and a few preparatory questions.
Please note that the earnings in the practice rounds are hypothetical and do NOT count towards your final
earnings.
For the practice rounds, players will be divided evenly into buyers and sellers. First you will proceed
through two rounds in one role – either as a buyer or as a seller. After these two rounds you will be asked
a few questions to ensure you understand the role you practiced. Then, you will switch roles and
complete two practice rounds in the other role.
At the end of the four practice rounds, you will be asked some questions about your second role and some
questions about the organization of the market. You will not be able to proceed to the actual market until
you have correctly answered all questions.
At any time, during the practice rounds, the preparation questions, or the actual experiment, if you have
any questions about the rules of how the markets operate, please feel free to ask us.

Item Sold in a Period

Regular Item Produced

Super Item Produced

1st

20

120

2nd

20

120

Production Costs for Each Seller

_________________________________________-

Item Purchased in a Period
1st

Regular Item Purchased
180

Super Item Purchased
330

2nd

165

300

3rd

150

270

Redemption Values for Each Buyer
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Appendix B. Individual Session Results

Figure 2. Session 1)

Figure 3. Session 2
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Figure 4. Session 3

Figure 5. Session 4
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Figure 6. Session 5

Figure 7. Session 6

